INTELblast
INTELLIGENT CLEANING

Summer Shut down?
Schedule Dry Ice Cleaning!

Try the magic!

With summer shut down quickly approaching, INTELblast would like to remind you of our CO2 dry ice
cleaning services.

Any sufficiently advanced technology
is indistinguishable from magic.
Quote by Sir Arthur C. Clarke

Get a surprisingly good result in no time!
Dry ice cleaning without water or chemicals.
How Does Dry Ice Blasting Clean?
Dry Ice Pellets are propelled at a supersonic
speed by a compressed air gun.
Upon impact, the dry ice creates a microthermal shock (caused by the extreme cold
temperature of -79oC) which breaks the bond
between the coating and the substrate. The
high pressure air stream removes the dirt
from the surface, while the Dry Ice Pellets
vaporize (sublimate) before your eyes.

The intelligent choice!
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IBL 4000
With the IBL 4000 INTELblast has taken the most advanced technology and decades of user
experience into creating an unprecedented strong and user-friendly blaster. Attention is on
trouble-free operation with maximum cleaning performance. We are sure that you will find this
indistinguishable from magic.

Remote control of pressure and dry ice feeding.
Sensors and other sensitive components require an adjusted pressure. With the remote control
at hand, there is no need to go back to the machine for regulation.
Adjusting the dry ice feed as you work, allows not only ideal cleaning, but also a way to optimise
the correct consumption. Giving an important saving on consumables.

Wireless on/off
The IBL 4000 has a built-in wireless on/off micro switch offering the strongest and most durable
dry ice gun on the market Thus avoiding unnecessary down-time due to repair of connectors
and wiring.

1 inch all the way through
For high power cleaning and to eliminate any destruction of the ice pellets, the IBL 4000 comes
with a true 1 inch feed all the way from the connections to the gun/nozzle, thanks to specially
manufactured couplings.

Threaded safety couplings
IBL 4000 has safety first and foremost. To avoid any sudden accidents, all blast hoses come with
heavy duty threaded safety couplings.

Air control
The IBL 4000 is equipped with air control parts from FESTO. This is to assure long life on the
equipment, but also to enable a trouble-free operation even if the supply air has any contamination from the compressor. To obtain customer satisfaction, clean and dry air should of course
be used at all time.

Including all nozzles
Conveniently stored in the toolbox also are the nozzles and their inserts, you will receive the
powerful but lightweight (aluminum) IBL TF500 nozzle with 3 inserts of your choice (4-5-6-7-89-10 mm). The length and design makes it the most aggressive nozzle on the market and with
the inserts you can select the correct configuration according to available airflow. The IBL T100
nozzle gives the operator the maneuverability to operate in narrow spaces
All nozzles comes as standard with the equipment.

Tool box
An integrated tool-box keeps your nozzles, gun etc. protected and organized at all time. No need
to drag along extra boxes of tools and parts.

Easy to remove large hopper
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If dry ice is left in the hopper, when having finished the job, then the hopper can be lifted out of
the blaster and emptied back into the dry ice container in seconds, achieved by only detaching
the connectorCLEANING
to the vibrator and loosening the quick release side panels. No tools needed.
INTELLIGENT
The hopper holds 25 kg allowing long operation without the need for stopping to refill.

Large flat free tires – handles to hold the hose

OUR SERVICE SERVES MANY

The IBL will pass through any standard door and equipped with large flat free tires the blaster
BENEFITS
effortlessly “climbs” stairs.

1. Cleaning with a Natural Substance
Dry Ice Blasting uses Dry Ice Pellets
The design of the handles allows the operator to safely carry the blast hose. No need for two trips.
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2. Safe on Electrical
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4. No Damage
Dry Ice Blasting is completely dry, nonWidth: 540 mm
abrasive, non-toxic and non-corrosive .
Height: 1050 mm
It quickly removes most contaminants
Length: 730 mm
without damage to switches, panels, liHopper capacity: 25 kg
nes, tubes, wiring or belts, HVAC equipAvailable in both 110V and 220V
ment and is safe to use on electrical.

Dimensions:

5. No Down Time
The process is very fast and dry. The
dry ice disappears on contact and can
be performed on-line without disassembly and without need for drying time.

We offer a solution
to every surface!
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